
Three-Dimensional Metal Surfacing Solutions Offer a New Layer of Design
Móz Designs Expands Engravings Collection with Six New Patterns

(Bay Area, CA) April, 2023 —With over thirty years of custom fabrication experience, award-winning metal experts,
Móz Designs, is expanding their signature Engravings Collection with six new patterns. Offering a three-dimensional
decorative metal surfacing solution that merges digital technology with skillful cra�smanship, the collectionʼs latest
iteration showcases sophisticated, geometric designs that bring new definition to walls and columns suitable for
interior and exterior applications.

Mózʼs six new Engravings patterns—Particle, Fractured, Parallel, Merge, Tangle, and Uprise— are a refined group of
structural, dimensional graphics that capture artisan detail while minimizing labor and maximizing durability.
Seamlessly melding into the metal panelsʼ selected finishes, the Engravings Collection brings new possibilities to the
limitations of traditional tile. The modern patterns produce a greater sense of depth andmovement with a range of
angular and curved configurations. While Merge, Tangle, and Uprise are designed to repeat with consistent
symmetry, Particle, Fractured, and Parallel are available in a three panel series that bookend each other, granting
designers the opportunity to mix and match the coordinating patterns in a number of interchangeable combinations
for a unique, large-scale installation.

Made from renewable aluminum, the Engravings Collection offers a highly durable, easy to clean metal material
suitable for high traffic areas, providing a low-maintenance solution that doesnʼt compromise visual intrigue.
Utilizing of the strongest and most sustainable materials in the world, the engraved aluminum sheets and column
covers combine thoughtful design with the resilience and dependability Móz Designs is known for.

Móz aims to make installation as seamless as possible by using a thicker gage 0.090” aluminum so panels can be
installed in full 4ʼx8ʼ and 4ʼx10ʼ sheets instead of individual tiles, saving installation time in the field. The collection is
available in over 20 standard Powder Coat hues with custom color availabilities from Mózʼs other signature
collections—merging the new patterns with some of the manufacturerʼs most popular finishes.

https://mozdesigns.com/
https://mozdesigns.com/


The Engravings collection is available as a Sheet for direct application to walls—complete with matching trims for
corners and transitions—or as a material of choice on Mózʼs Column Solutions. For a more turnkey approach, the
collection is also offered as part of Mózʼs Terrace Panel system for a ready-to-install product that minimizes on-site
labor and stretches your budget. Móz Designʼs commitment to quality metals and products that are unique in design,
cra�, and execution make them the market leader in metal fabrication.

About Móz Designs
Metals + Architectural Products

Móz designs and fabricates architectural metal sheets, columns, walls, and dividers in Bay Area, CA. Using a unique balance of
color, texture, and grain, Móz redefines metal surfacing materials to create architectural metal products for commercial,
hospitality, workplace, transportation, entertainment, and retail markets, from large-scale exterior installations to
easy-to-assemble products and surface applications. Mózʼs innovative products, solutions, and dedication to customer service
help designers achieve their vision on time and on budget. The Móz business, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Armstrong World
Industries since August 2020, operates independently but collaboratively with AWI. Visit mozdesigns.com for more information or
follow us on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIN.
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